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Our guest speaker for the November meeting was Dick Forsythe, the Chief Trustee of the WW1 Aviation Heritage 

Trust and he gave us a splendid presentation on the Trust and its aircraft, including some terrific video clips, and 

his ambitions for the Trust. However, what I found especially fascinating was the first part of Dick’s presentation, 

which was his very modest and unassuming review of his own 30+ years service in the RAF flying helicopters of 

various types in many locations in the UK and overseas, and also hearing about his incredible aviation orientated 

family including his grandfather and father who also each had 30+ years as pilots in the RAF including front line 

flying in WW1 and WW2 respectively. Dick himself saw front line service in a number of overseas hostile arenas. 

Dick generously waived our offer of expenses or a fee so the branch donated £50 to the WW1 Aviation Heritage 

Trust which also benefitted from the sale on the evening to branch members of T-shirts, baseball caps and the 

like.  

 

 

 
 

 

Despite the shortening days and inclement weather our branch related activities have continued to be active and 

last month the membership of our excellent Facebook page crossed the 600 mark – a brilliant achievement in 

such a short period since its inception and big congratulations to Andrew Goldsmith and Michael Jones for their 

management of this branch asset.  

 



Michael has also been busy with some new software and I am very excited at the potential for new and dynamic 

formats for both this monthly epistle and for our promotional posters for future guest speaker evenings. I have 

been privy to some proof of concept ideas and they are superb and of professional quality so I am really looking 

forward to seeing the first “real thing” in the New Year. Regarding posters the committee need everyone’s help in 

getting them displayed on suitable sites – there must be many sites at STN itself in works/office canteens for 

example, or the notice board at your own place of work – and at airfields and museums that are not already 

covered by Nigel’s sterling efforts, maybe libraries which older enthusiasts are more likely to use than social 

media, and posting them electronically on other websites/Facebook pages, and the like. All ideas to me or Richard 

please but in advance of next year’s programme so we can ensure the print run is sufficient, and a big thanks to 

Michael Hibbins in this respect. At the moment I am binning too many copies due to lack of distribution and 

display opportunities! 

 

Moving onto STN, last month saw yet another airline failure when low-cost airline Cobalt failed and suspended 

operations from midnight Wednesday 17th October. Inevitably it was a cash flow problem and administration was 

the only course of action when it failed to reach a deal with a potential new investor. Reportedly the airline's 

main backer was China's Avic Joy Air, the largest operator of the less than perfect XIAN MA60. 

 
 

Birmingham based Cello Aviation, another airline that used STN on occasions, also failed in October.  It was 

additionally reported that the Silkway weekly flights are stopping with Astral Cargo solely operating to Doncaster. 

However, a plus on the freight scene is the report that Etihad have returned in November. One other good bit of 

news for the airport in the last month is Laudamotion starting twice daily services to Vienna. Whilst just a brand 

change from the Eurowings flight it's a different livery on the ramp. 

 

Still on the STN front, after the Primera failure there has not, at this stage, been any airline that has stepped into 

the breach and taken over any of the long distance routes, but it is not all bad news as  effective from 19th 

November (late change of date to 17th December announced after I had completed this “Chat”) Arkia will be 

using their new A321LRs on a 3x weekly service (to be reduced to 2 pw in January) and that, if nothing else, will 

literally brighten the terminal area. Ironically, Primera was to be the launch customer of that LR variant. Also, 

almost hot off the press, on 5th November it was announced that another loss making operator of brightly 

coloured A321s, Wow Air, had become part of Icelandair in a $25m share purchase deal. My tip of the month is 

expect ticket prices to rise now there is no longer competition on trans Atlantic flights via Reykjavik – this is 

certainly a major factor in the Icelandair share price rocketing upwards 39% on the news! At present the two low 

cost airlines will continue to operate under separate brands – history shows that this strategy just doesn’t work in 

the airline world so I suggest you get your photos of the Wow Air fleet while you can. 



 

 

Meanwhile the Pobeda flights are bringing some different 737’s into STN and as someone pointed out to me this 

is not the first scheduled service to St. Petersburg from STN as for a while in 1993 Aeroflot operated a 2x weekly 

service using Tu 134 and Tu 154 equipment. (photo below clearly not taken at STN) 

 

 

 

 

One snippet reported in Flight International is that wet-lease and charter specialist Titan Airways (to use the 

soccer parlance “One of Our Own”) is evaluating the introduction of Airbus A319s to its fleet, the addition of more 

A321s, and also whether to renew or replace its leased Boeing 767. 

 

 



 

 

To close this month’s STN review, for those of you, like me, who are not fully familiar with the best places to spot, 

take photographs, or simply to just view the aircraft landing, taking off, or taxiing at STN then I commend Andrew 

Goldsmith’s superb and updated guide which is available to download from our website at 

https://airbritainstanstedbranch.wordpress.com/stansted-airport-a-guide-for-visiting-aviation-enthusiasts/ and 

can also be viewed at http://www.civilianaviation.co.uk/forum/viewtopic.php?f=37&t=31518 

 

Our last meeting of this year will be on Tuesday 4th December and we will be welcoming Jeff Rushen who will be 

giving us an illustrated presentation on the rebuild of the Royal Navy Historic Flight Hawker Sea Fury T.20 G-RNHF 

aka VX281 following its well publicised engine failure and forced landing at RNAS Culdrose in 2014. Jeff is Senior 

Piston Engineer with Weald Aviation, North Weald and I for one am looking forward to the evening immensely.  

 

 
 

 

So, as always we will try to get the meeting to start promptly at 8:15pm but as we can no longer enter the hall 

before 8:00 pm please try to be there by that time to lend a hand setting up – and, hopefully, afterwards to also 

assist us pack away the chairs etc. at the end. May I also mention that whilst the pre-meeting refreshments are 

free of charge there is always an Air Ambulance donation box on the serving hatch; please be generous. 


